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PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE ARCHIVE RESEARCH CENTRE
EVENTS
2016 Stories Seen Through A
Glass Plate: 1916, Lewes
Remembers

X

MOOSE%ON%THE%LOOSE%2015
We’re pleased to announce the launch of the Moose on the Loose 2015 website at
www.mooseontheloose.net.

2016 Theatre of Photography
2016 Wiebke Leister - Noh
Reimagined Festival

Booking for all the events is now open, and in 2015 Moose ranges from photography
to ﬁlm, encountering histories, opinions, discoveries, artworks and communities.

2016 Garden State Corinne Silva
With events at the Elephant and Castle, Chelsea, Camberwell, Central London and
Book Launch
2016 Ken. To be Destroyed Book even on the Kent coast, Moose oﬀers surprise, stimulation and revelations in a
bespoke biennale.
Signings
2016 The New War
Photographers: Artefacts of
Extraordinary Rendition
2016 Capture the Sun with
Melanie King, Alice Cazenave,
Corinne Silva and Eva Sajovic
2016 Ken. To be destroyed:
Photography, a transgender
relative and a family archive
2016 Ken. To be Destroyed :
Photofusion
2016 Ken. To be Destroyed :
Research Fortnight

The 2015 Moose on the Loose exhibition programme is based around archives of
time, place and community, from Paul Lowe’s panoramas of war-torn Bosnia, to the
making of Work Stations, Anna Fox’s chronicle of 1980s’ oﬃce life. From the archive
objects in the Radical Attic to the wandering Museum of Reinvention to the ﬁle cards
created by the Directory of British Photography Collections in the 1970s, the archive
is mediated by contemporary curatorial vision.
As commentators discuss the resonance of the digital, emerging photographers
revert to the analogue. Shadows, a symposium created by the London Alternative
Photography network in partnership with PARC, will explore this.
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David Campany will deliver
the WHAT
MooseWE
on DO
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theTHINK
magazineTALK TO US
2016 Photography and September
work of Walker Evans. We are also delighted to be working with Alexander Cooper
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